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The heart of Davy Jones. Jack sailed the Black Pearl to a ship recently attacked by the Kraken, and Will went
aboard. Jack tricked Will onto the ship, making Will believe it was the Flying Dutchman. Will went aboard
and found the surviving crew, who had gone insane. After Will found a body with its face sucked off by the
Kraken, the real Flying Dutchman rose from the sea, and some of its crew boarded the ship, and took the
survivors hostage. Will then dueled the cursed crew, but was quickly defeated. Davy Jones himself arrived on
the ship, and began to recruit survivors onto his crew. Jones realized that Turner was neither dead nor dying,
and asked him of his purpose. Will told Jones that Jack Sparrow send him. Aboard the Black Pearl, Jack
Sparrow watched this meeting. Jack struck a deal with Jones, Sparrow had to collect one hundred souls in
three days, though he kept Will as a "faith payment" giving Jack 99 more to go. With the need of the
remaining 99 souls, Sparrow had the Black Pearl set sail to Tortuga. A Former Commodore "You look bloody
awful, what are you doing here? Elizabeth also managed to steal the Letters of Marque from Beckett at
gunpoint. Jack and Joshamee Gibbs were recruiting for the crew in the Faithful Bride. After Norrington
accidentally fired his pistol, a brawl began in the bar. Norrington was then knocked out by Elizabeth herself.
She and Norrington later headed off to find the Black Pearl. At the docks, Elizabeth and Norrington ran into
Jack, who was surprised to see Elizabeth, but not Norrington. For Sparrow, his compass would not work for
him, because his mind was in a state of fear, due to the Kraken hunting him. The Black Pearl set sail to see
where their path would take them. Theft of the Key "It was never about winning or losing. You just wanted to
know where it was. Bootstrap saved his son from being whipped severely, but to do that, Bootstrap had to
whip Will himself. He also spoke that if someone stabbed the heart inside the chest, there would be no Captain
for the Flying Dutchman. Will bet his soul if he lost to Jones, if Jones lost to Will, he would have to tell him of
the key. Bootstrap realized his son was going to lose, so Bootstrap took the fall, and was to serve an eternity
on the Dutchman. What You Want Most.
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Pirates of the Caribbean: Sparrow tells Turner that his father was a pirate known as "Bootstrap" Bill Turner.
Elizabeth creates a signal fire from rum barrels and they are rescued by the British Royal Navy. He shoots his
rival with the pistol he has carried for ten years just as Will breaks the curse, killing Barbossa. Despite having
assisted the Navy, Sparrow is sentenced to hang. Elizabeth intervenes, declaring her love for Will who is
pardoned, while Sparrow escapes by tumbling off a sea wall. Black Pearl and her new crew arrive in time to
retrieve him, and he becomes captain once more. Sparrow made a bargain with Jones to raise the sunken Black
Pearl and make Sparrow captain for thirteen years. Beckett wants the chest and forces Will Turner to search
for Sparrow and his magic compass. Turner locates Sparrow and his crew on Pelegosto , held captive by
cannibals who intend to eat Sparrow. They escape, and voyage to Tia Dalma Naomie Harris a magical woman
later revealed to be the Goddess, Calypso, bound in human form as Dalma, and former lover of Jones. Dalma
immediately sees destiny in Will, and provides Sparrow with a jar of dirt - Jones can only set foot on land
once every 10 years, and since land is where Sparrow is safe, Dalma suggests with the dirt that he takes land
with him. Sparrow strikes a new deal with Jones to deliver one hundred souls in exchange for his own. Jones
agrees but keeps Turner as a "good faith payment". Sparrow is recruiting sailors in Tortuga when he
encounters Elizabeth Swann and James Norrington, the latter having succumbed to alcohol. Sparrow
convinces Elizabeth that Turner can be freed by using the magic compass to find the chest. Sparrow wants it to
convince Jones to call off the Kraken. Realizing Sparrow is the target, Elizabeth traps him aboard the Black
Pearl as the crew abandons the ship, and kisses him while she handcuffs him to the mast. The surviving crew
seeks refuge with Tia Dalma who produces a captain she says can rescue Sparrow: The collective "nine pieces
of eight" are needed to free sea goddess Calypso to defeat Beckett. After the crew locate him, Sparrow
deciphers a clue on the charts allowing them to escape the Locker. Sparrow is briefly reunited with his father,
Captain Teague Keith Richards. However, Sparrow had managed to cut out the navigational section of the
charts and with them begins to search for the legendary Fountain of Youth. On Stranger Tides[ edit ] Main
article: On Stranger Tides After failing to find the Fountain of Youth, Sparrow arrives in London only to learn
someone is gathering a crew by using his name. While searching for the imposter, he saves Gibbs from being
hanged but is captured by the Royal Guards. Sparrow is surprised to learn Captain Barbossa is now a privateer
in the Royal Navy. Sparrow refuses to negotiate with them to locate the Fountain of Youth and escapes.
Though he has forfeited his opportunity for immortality, Sparrow settles for being famous as the one who
found the Fountain of Youth. Meanwhile, his rival Barbossa has become the richest and most powerful pirate
of the seven seas. Sparrow and his crew attempt to rob the new bank of St. Despondent, Jack trades his
magical compass for a drink. However, this betrayal of the compass releases an old enemy of Sparrow, whom
holds a serious grudge against him; the ruthless undead pirate hunter Captain Salazar. It was during this event
that Jack received his compass, as well as his characteristic gear. Remembering Elizabeth and Will from his
previous misadventures, Jack agrees but not before expressing some hesitation. Aided by aspiring astronomer
Carina, Jack and Henry attempt to locate the Trident of Poseidon, as both are in need of its power to break
curses related to the sea. Barbossa releases the Pearl from its bottle, giving them a chance to outrun Salazar.
Jack attempts to use the secret to blackmail Barbossa, but fails. They are able to track the Trident to its resting
place. Though Salazar nearly kills Jack, they are able to destroy the Trident. With the destruction of the
Trident, Salazar and his crew become mortal again. Jack, Henry and Carina escape as Barbossa sacrifices
himself to kill Salazar. He meanders his way through, and he kind of affects everybody else. Sparrow is
perplexed over his attraction to Elizabeth Swann, and attempts to justify it throughout the film. The last
hallucination took place while Jack was imprisoned on the Dutchman, where his honest streak won. If there
ever were another Pirates of the Caribbean film, I would start fresh and focus on the further adventures of
Captain Jack Sparrow. Verbinski did not return to direct the fourth installment and was replaced by Rob
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Marshall. Looking to do a family film , Johnny Depp visited the Walt Disney Studios in when he heard of
plans to adapt the Pirates of the Caribbean ride into a film. Depp was excited by the possibility of reviving an
old Hollywood genre, [7] and found the script met his quirky sensibilities: Verbinski and Bruckheimer had
confidence in Depp, partly because Orlando Bloom would play the traditional Errol Flynn -type character.
Alan Morrison found it "Gloriously over-the-top There has never been a pirate, or for that matter a human
being, like this in any other movie And then remember how much cooler he seemed when Empire came out?
This is that big a jump. He has signed on to reprise the role for future sequels. Depp initially forgot to have
them removed after shooting The Curse of the Black Pearl, [39] and wore them throughout the shooting of the
sequels. Initially wire was used in them, but the wires were abandoned because they made the braids stick up
when Depp lay down. Rose did not want to silkscreen it, as the homewoven piece had the correct worn feel.
Both were made in London. Both survived production of the first film. As it does not act like a normal
compass, a magnet was used to make it spin. Depp bought the green ring in and the gold ring is a replica of a
year-old ring Depp gave to the crew, though the original was later stolen. The other two are props to which
Depp gave backstories: Like all the actors playing the Black Pearl crew, Depp had to shoot scenes in costume
as a reference for the animators, and his shots as a skeleton were shot again without him. Depp reprised the
scene again on a motion capture stage. Sparrow is shrewd, calculating, and eccentric. He fools Norrington and
his crew to set sail on the royal ship Interceptor, which compels the admiration of Lieutenant Groves as he
concedes: Norrington himself acquiesces to this praise: When Gibbs tells Will that Sparrow escaped from a
desert island by strapping two sea turtles together, Sparrow embellishes the story by claiming the rope was
made from hair from his own back, while in reality, Sparrow escaped the island by bartering with rum traders.
The video game Pirates of the Caribbean: The Legend of Jack Sparrow bases itself on these tall tales ,
including the sacking of Nassau port without firing a shot. Former flames, Scarlett and Giselle, usually slap
him [1] or anyone looking for him. Leonard Maltin concurs that Sparrow has a carefree attitude and does not
take himself seriously. Precious few film characters have epitomized what makes the outlaw such a romantic
figure for audiences as Captain Jack Sparrow has. The Complete Visual Guide gives a backstory to Sparrow in
which he was born on a pirate ship during a typhoon in the Indian Ocean and was trained to fence by an
Italian. Jack Sparrow , [76] and a five-books Pirates of the Caribbean: Legends of the Brethren Court series.
Crispin wrote a novel titled Pirates of the Caribbean: In , comedy group the Lonely Island , in collaboration
with ballad singer Michael Bolton , released a song named for Jack.
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By David Dixon Today, the Black Pearl driftwood pirate ship which sits on the beach off Tower Promenade in
New Brighton is a popular spot for children who live out fantasies of life as a pirate on the ship and with
photographers who take photos of this unusual construction. However, in its short history it has been
destroyed by fire and storms, but each time it has been rebuilt with the aid of its creators and many
enthusiastic volunteers. This article is a brief look at the history of this wonderful structure and the traumas
and highlights it has experienced in its brief history. At some point after its construction, a discarded wetsuit
washed-up on New Brighton beach. It was filled with straw and utilised as part of the Black Pearl as an extra
feature, nicknamed Johnny Depp â€” who, of course, is the star of the Pirates of the Caribbean films. And it
has no end! Visiting from Japan in June I spent the solstice with the Pearl â€” my mum and dad were so proud
to introduce her to me and my husband. We could see her sailing away for quite a while â€” we must have
watched her for half an hour. On 22 May , when just four months old, the Black Pearl was destroyed by
arsonists in a mindless act of vandalism. The attack on the Black Pearl came on the night that many ships were
entering the River Mersey heading for the port of Liverpool to take part in the anniversary celebrations of the
Battle of the Atlantic. The fire brigade responded to the fire around 8pm that Wednesday evening: The fire
was extinguished by 8. Firefighters also requested the attendance of Merseyside Police. The fire was a
suspected deliberate ignition. Black Pearl on fire, and Frank Lund inspects the damage, May He added,
speaking to Joe Thomas in the Liverpool Echo: In October it became a memorial to Phillip Goodwin, who
died in September that year aged Battery-powered lights were added to the masts of the driftwood ship. Sue
Mace, who is a volunteer helping to maintain the Black Pearl said: Black Pearl lit up in memory of Phillip
Goodwin. Photo by Norman Ord Ms Mace continued:. The Pirates have started putting the lights on. Another
example, and even more remarkable, took place in June when the driftwood installation became the venue of a
wedding of a local couple â€” Paula Egner and Grant Bow from Neston and Upton respectively. We found out
that a wedding on the Black Pearl was possible and she decided to give it a go. But in response to what two
men found on the beach with a little help from passers by, the ship became a focal point for the community.
Up close and through the eyes of the children hanging off every rafter its a pirate ship. He wanted it to be
organic. He wanted it to bring the community together. Long may it continue to be so.
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Summary[ edit ] The Pearl, which takes place in La Paz, Mexico, begins with a description of the seemingly
idyllic family life of Kino, his wife Juana and their infant son, Coyotito. Kino watches as Coyotito sleeps, but
sees a scorpion crawl down the rope that holds the hanging box where Coyotito lies. Kino attempts to catch
the scorpion, but Coyotito bumps the rope and the scorpion falls on him. Although Kino kills the scorpion, it
still stings Coyotito. Juana and Kino, accompanied by their neighbors, go to see the local doctor, who refuses
to treat Coyotito because Kino cannot pay. Kino dives for oysters from his canoe, attempting to find pearls. He
finds a very large oyster which yields an immense pearl, which he dubs "The Pearl of the World". Kino howls,
causing the other pearl divers to look up and race toward his canoe. The news that Kino has found an immense
pearl travels fast through La Paz. The doctor who refused to treat Coyotito decides to visit Kino. He claims
that he will send Coyotito to school and buy a rifle for himself. The local priest visits and tells Kino to
remember to give thanks and to pray for guidance. The doctor also visits, and although Coyotito seems to be
healing, the doctor insists that Coyotito still faces danger and treats him. Kino tells the doctor that he will pay
him once he sells his pearl, and the doctor attempts to discern where the pearl is located Kino has buried it in
the corner of his hut. Juana tells Kino that the pearl will destroy them, but Kino insists that the pearl is their
one chance and that tomorrow they will sell it. Kino goes to sell his pearl, accompanied by his neighbors, but
the pearl dealer only offers a thousand pesos when Kino believes that he deserves fifty thousand. Although
other dealers inspect the pearl and give similar prices, Kino refuses their offer and decides to go to the capital
to sell it there. That night, Kino is attacked by more thieves, and Juana once again reminds him that the pearl
is evil. However, he vows that he will not be cheated. Later that night, Juana attempts to take the pearl and
throw it into the ocean, but Kino finds her and beats her for doing so. A group of men accost Kino and knock
the pearl from his hand. Juana watches from a distance, and sees Kino approach her, limping with another man
whose throat Kino has slit. Juana finds the pearl, and they decide that they must go away even if the murder
was in self-defense. Kino finds that his canoe has been damaged and their house was torn up and the outside
set afire. They stay with Juan Tomas and his wife, Apolonia, where they hide for the next day before setting
out for the capital that night. Kino and Juana travel that night, and rest during the day. When Kino believes
that he is being followed, the two hide and Kino sees several bighorn sheep trackers who pass by him. Kino
and Juana escape into the mountains, where Juana and Coyotito hide in the cave while Kino takes his clothes
off so that no one will see his white clothing. The trackers think that they hear something when they hear
Coyotito crying, but decide that it is merely a coyote pup. After a tracker shoots in the direction of the cries,
Kino attacks the three trackers, killing all three of them. Kino can hear nothing but the cry of death, for he
soon realizes that Coyotito is dead from that first shot. Juana and Kino return to La Paz. Kino carries a rifle
stolen from the one of the trackers he killed, while Juana carries the dead Coyotito. The two approach the gulf,
and Kino, who now sees the image of Coyotito with his head blown off in the pearl, throws it into the ocean.
The film was also released by RKO in as a co-promotion with the book. Throughout the novel, the plot
discusses how the family lives before and after the pearl. It is constantly the focus of the plot and many of the
decisions are based on what would be best for the family. For example, the first thing that Kino desires to do
with the money from the pearl is to give his wife and Coyotito a better life. Later, Kino also demonstrates
devotion to his family by not selling to the pearl dealer. The second buyer was trying to get the pearl for less
than it was worth, but Kino, with his family in mind, declined to search for a better deal. He always has his
family in mind, whether it leads to warmth and happiness or destruction. It was the reason Kino got the pearl
and, eventually, the reason why he threw it back into the ocean. Good and Evil -One of the biggest themes in
this novel is the one between good and evil. This theme is displayed in other themes as well and it is shown
from the beginning to the end. In the beginning, Kino lives a life of simplicity and happiness but when he
discovers the pearl, he believes that good will come from it. However, a sense of evil accompanies it. After
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that, Kino and his family were in a constant battle against evil to preserve the good that they enjoyed before.
Once Kino discovers the pearl, he begins to dream about what could come from this fortune as greed fills his
head, but as he tries to carry out this plan, the good wealth also brings destruction to his family as he treats
Juana bad and is abusive. Though Kino desires good for his family, there is a paradox of an evil reality that he
does not want. In the end, the finding of the great prize causes him to lose another, his son. Before he found
the pearl, he was a noble and a very determind person who sought fortune for his family. He perseveres to
keep the pearl but, in the end, it was not worth keeping. Characters[ edit ] Kino is the main character that
develops throughout the novel. He begins as a hard-working, simple man that has a wife, Juana, and a son,
Coyotito. He is content with his life-style as a diver but is not wealthy until he discovers the pearl. After
discovering the pearl, Kino gradually changes to become a completely different man a very greedy and
abusive man with hate and selfishness in his eyes. Though his family is still the center of his actions, he is also
driven by greed. Quickly, he becomes obsessed with the material things that the pearl could bring, which is
drastically different than before. He is no longer content with his son being uneducated, or his family not
being well-dressed. Instead of enjoying his family and their company, as he did in the beginning, he becomes
discontent and always seeks more. She is a loving woman who cares for her husband and son. Throughout the
experience, she remains loyal to her family but also perceives the evil that the pearl brings. For example, one
night, she attempted to throw the pearl back into the ocean to bring back peace and happiness to her family,
demonstrating her wisdom and love for them. He is their only child, so his parents do everything they can to
protect him. The Doctor symbolizes greed and manipulation. Before the pearl is found, he refused to heal
Coyotito because the family was poor, though it would have been easy. However, after the family found the
pearl, he returns to the family much friendlier. Not only is he particular to who he treats, demonstrating his
greed, but he also uses their ignorance to his advantage by lying about how to treat Coyotito. The doctor is a
stark contrast from the family and is the beginning of the evil that will come from the pearl. In the beginning,
Juan Tomas warns Kino of the destruction that wealth may bring [9] , demonstrating his love for his brother.
When destruction does come, however, Juan Tomas does not arrogantly turn away his brother but, instead,
welcomes him in to protect him. He is one of the few characters that does not seek money and knows the
importance of family The pearl dealers is another character that demonstrates greed and manipulation. When
Kino tries to sell the pearl, the pearl dealer refuses to take the pearl for its actual price. Instead, he says it is
worth less so that he could make more money. He heightens the difference between what Kino wants from the
pearl and what it actually brings. January These publications praised the novel as a "major artistic triumph"
and emphasizes how Steinbeck understands "the universal significance of life. Now, people like Warren
French, criticize the novel for "lacking both insight and worth. They emphasize the themes of the book to
allow the student to learn more than just literacy. Nevertheless, this novel has played a significant role in
history and has even won the Nobel Prize.
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Kino awakened in the near dark. The stars still shone and the day had drawn only a pale wash of light in the
lower sky to the east. The roosters had been crowing for some time, and the early pigs were already beginning
their ceaseless turning of twigs and bits of wood to see whether anything to eat had been overlooked. Outside
the brush house in the tuna clump, a covey of little birds chittered and flurried with their wings. And last he
turned his head to Juana, his wife, who lay beside him on the mat, her blue head shawl over her nose and over
her breasts and around the small of her back. Kino could never remember seeing them closed when he
awakened. Her dark eyes made little reflected stars. She was looking at him as she was always looking at him
when he awakened. Kino heard the little splash of morning waves on the beach. It was very good- Kino closed
his eyes again to listen to his music. Perhaps he alone did this and perhaps all of his people did it. His people
had once been great makers of songs so that everything they saw or thought or did or heard became a song.
That was very long ago. The songs remained; Kino knew them, but no new songs were added. That does not
mean that there were no personal songs. His blanket was over his nose to protect him from the dank air. His
eyes flicked to a rustle beside him. It was Juana arising, almost soundlessly. On her hard bare feet she went to
the hanging box where Coyotito slept, and she leaned over and said a little reassuring word. Coyotito looked
up for a moment and closed his eyes and slept again. Juana went to the fire pit and uncovered a coal and
fanned it alive while she broke little piesh over it. Now Kino got up and wrapped his blanket about his head
and nose and shoulders. He slipped his feet into his sandals and went outside to watch the dawn. Outside the
door he squatted down and gathered the blanket ends about his knees. He saw the specks of Gulf clouds flame
high in the air. And a goat came near and sniffed at him and stared with its cold yellow eyes. A late moth
blustered in to find the fire. The Song of the Family came now from behind Kino. And the rhythm of the
family song was the grinding stone where Juana worked the corn for the morning cakes. The dawn came
quickly now, a wash, a glow, a lightness, and then an explosion of fire as the sun arose out of the Gulf. Kino
looked down to cover his eyes from the glare. He could hear the pat of the corncakes in the house and the rich
smell of them on the cooking plate. The ants were busy on the ground, big black ones with shiny bodies, and
little dusty quick ants. Kino watched with the detachment of God while a dusty ant frantically tried to escape
the sand trap an ant lion had dug for him. A thin, timid dog came close and, at a soft word from Kino, curled
up, arranged its tail neatly over its feet, and laid its chin delicately on the pile. It was a black dog with
yellow-gold spots where its eyebrows should have been. It was a morning like other mornings and yet perfect
among mornings. Kino heard the creak of the rope when Juana took Coyotito out of his hanging box and
cleaned him and hammocked him in her shawl in a loop that placed him close to her breast. Kino could see
these things without looking at them. Juana sang softly an ancient song that had only three notes and yet
endless variety of interval. And this was part of the family song too. It was all part. Sometimes it rose to an
aching chord that caught the throat, saying this is safety, this is warmth, this is the Whole. Across the brush
fence were other brush houses, and the smoke came from them too, and the sound of breakfast, but those were
other songs, their pigs were other pigs, their wives were not Juana. Kino was young and strong and his black
hair hung over his brown forehead. His eyes were warm and fierce and bright and his mustache was thin and
coarse. He lowered his blanket from his nose now, for the dark poisonous air was gone and the yellow sunlight
fell on the house. Near the brush fence two roosters bowed and feinted at each other with squared wings and
neck feathers ruffed out. It would be a clumsy fight. They were not game chickens. Kino watched them for a
moment, and then his eyes went up to a flight of wild doves twinkling inland to the hills. The world was
awake now, and Kino arose and went into his brush house. As he came through the door Juana stood up from
the glowing fire pit. She put Coyotito back in his hanging box and then she combed her black hair and braided
it in two braids and tied the ends with thin green ribbon. Kino squatted by the fire pit and rolled a hot corncake
and dipped it in sauce and ate it. And he drank a little pulque and that was breakfast. That was the only
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breakfast he had ever known outside of feast days and one incredible fiesta on cookies that had nearly killed
him. When Kino had finished, Juana came back to the fire and ate her breakfast. They had spoken once, but
there is not need for speech if it is only a habit anyway. Kino sighed with satisfaction- and that was
conversation. The sun was warming the brush house, breaking through its crevices in long streaks. And one of
the streaks fell on the hanging box where Coyotito lay, and on the ropes that held it. It was a tiny movement
that drew their eyes to the hanging box. Kino and Juana froze in their positions. His stinging tail was straight
out behind him, but he could whip it up in a flash of time. And then the startled look was gone from him and
the rigidity from his body. In his mind a new song had come, the Song of Evil, the music of the enemy, of any
foe of the family, a savage, secret, dangerous melody, and underneath, the Song of the Family cried
plaintively. The scorpion moved delicately down the rope toward the box. Under her breath Juana repeated an
ancient magic to guard against such evil, and on top of that she muttered a Hail Mary between clenched teeth.
But Kino was in motion. His body glided quietly across the room, noiselessly and smoothly. His hands were in
front of him, palms down, and his eyes were on the scorpion. Beneath it in the hanging box Coyotito laughed
and reached up his hand toward it. It sensed danger when Kino was almost within reach of it. Kino stood
perfectly still. He could hear Juana whispering the old magic again, and he could hear the evil music of the
enemy. He could not move until the scorpion moved, and it felt for the source of the death that was coming to
it. The thorned tail jerked upright. And at that moment the laughing Coyotito shook the rope and the scorpion
fell. Then, snarling, Kino had it, had it in his fingers, rubbing it to a paste in his hands. He threw it down and
beat it into the earth floor with his fist, and Coyotito screamed with pain in his box. But Kino beat and
stamped the enemy until it was only a fragment and a moist place in the dirt. His teeth were bared and fury
flared in his eyes and the Song of the Enemy roared in his ears. But Juana had the baby in her arms now. She
found the puncture with redness starting from it already. She put her lips down over the puncture and sucked
hard and spat and sucked again while Coyotito screamed. Kino hovered; he was helpless, he was in the way.
The screams of the baby brought the neighbors. And those in front passed the word back to those behind"Scorpion. The baby has been stung. The little hole was slightly enlarged and its edges whitened from the
sucking, but the red swelling extended farther around it in a hard lymphatic mound. And all of these people
knew about the scorpion. An adult might be very ill from the sting, but a baby could easily die from the
poison. First, they knew, would come swelling and fever and tightened throat, and then cramps in the stomach,
and then Coyotito might die if enough of the poison had gone in. But the stinging pain of the bite was going
away. Kino had wondered often at the iron in his patient, fragile wife. She, who was obedient and respectful
and cheerful and patient, she could arch her back in child pain with hardly a cry. She could stand fatigue and
hunger almost better than Kino himself. In the canoe she was like a strong man.
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It is wonderful the way a little town keeps track of itself and of all its units. If every single man and woman,
child and baby, acts and conducts itself in a known pattern and breaks no walls and differs with no one and
experiments in no way and is not sick and does not endanger the ease and peace of mind or steady unbroken
flow of the town, then that unit can disappear and never be heard of. But let one man step out of the regular
thought or the known and trusted pattern, and the nerves of the townspeople ring with nervousness and
communication travels over the nerve lines of the town. Then every unit communicates to the whole. Thus, in
La Paz, it was known in the early morning through the whole town that Kino was going to sell his pearl that
day. It was known among the neighbors in the brush huts, among the pearl fishermen; it was known among the
Chinese grocery-store owners; it was known in the church, for the altar boys whispered about it. Word of it
crept in among the nuns; the beggars in front of the church spoke of it, for they would be there to take the tithe
of the first fruits of the luck. The little boys knew about it with excitement, but most of all the pearl buyers
knew about it, and when the day had come, in the offices of the pearl buyers, each man sat alone with his little
black velvet tray, and each man rolled the pearls about with his fingertips and considered his part in the
picture. It was supposed that the pearl buyers were individuals acting alone, bidding against one another for
the pearls the fishermen brought in. And once it had been so. But this was a wasteful method, for often, in the
excitement of bidding for a fine pearl, too great a price had been paid to the fishermen. This was extravagant
and not to be countenanced. Now there was only one pearl buyer with many hands, and the men who sat in
their offices and waited for Kino knew what price they would offer, how high they would bid, and what
method each one would use. For every man in the world functions to the best of his ability, and no one does
less than his best, no matter what he may think about it. Quite apart from any reward they might get, from any
word of praise, from any promotion, a pearl buyer was a pearl buyer, and the best and happiest pearl buyer
was he who bought for the lowest prices. The sun was hot yellow that morning, and it drew the moisture from
the estuary and from the Gulf and hung it in shimmering scarves in the air so that the air vibrated and vision
was insubstantial. A vision hung in the air to the north of the city- the vision of a mountain that was over two
hundred miles away, and the high slopes of this mountain were swaddled with pines and a great stone peak
arose above the timber line. And the morning of this day the canoes lay lined up on the beach; the fishermen
did not go out to dive for pearls, for there would be too much happening, too many things to see, when Kino
went to sell the great pearl. And one man said that he would give it as a present to the Holy Father in Rome.
Another said that he would buy Masses for the souls of his family for a thousand years. Another thought he
might take the money and distribute it among the poor of La Paz; and a fourth thought of all the good things
one could do with the money from the pearl, of all the charities, benefits, of all the rescues one could perform
if one had money. For Kino was a well-liked man; it would be a shame if the pearl destroyed him. What a pity
it would be if the pearl should destroy them all. This was to be the day from which all other days would take
their arrangement. Thus they would say, "It was two years before we sold the pearl," or, "It was six weeks
after we sold the pearl. And Juana combed and braided her hair and tied the ends with two little bows of red
ribbon, and she put on her marriage skirt and waist. The sun was quarter high when they were ready. For
tomorrow, or even this afternoon, he would have new clothes. There was no self-consciousness about their
joining Kino and Juana to go pearl selling. It would be almost a sign of unfriendship. Juana put on her head
shawl carefully, and she draped one long end under her right elbow and gathered it with her right hand so that
a hammock hung under her arm, and in this little hammock she placed Coyotito, propped up against the head
shawl so that he could see everything and perhaps remember. Kino put on his large straw hat and felt it with
his hand to see that it was properly placed, not on the back or side of his head, like a rash, unmarried,
irresponsible man, and not flat as an elder would wear it, but tilted a little forward to show aggressiveness and
seriousness and vigor. There is a great deal to be seen in the tilt of a hat on a man. Kino slipped his feet into
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his sandals and pulled the thongs up over his heels. He folded his blanket carefully and draped it in a narrow
strip over his left shoulder, and now they were ready. Kino stepped with dignity out of the house, and Juana
followed him, carrying Coyotito. And as they marched up the freshet-washed alley toward the town, the
neighbors joined them. The houses belched people; the doorways spewed out children. But because of the
seriousness of the occasion, only one man walked with Kino, and that was his brother, Juan Tomas. Juan
Tomas cautioned his brother. And, "Very careful," Kino agreed. We are here, we are not there. They thought it
would be better if they had an agent who took all the pearls to the capital and sold them there and kept only his
share of the profit. And he was never heard of again and the pearls were lost. Then they got another man, and
they started him off, and he was never heard of again. And so they gave the whole thing up and went back to
the old way. It was a good idea, but it was against religion, and the Father made that very clear. The loss of the
pearl was a punishment visited on those who tried to leave their station. And the Father made it clear that each
man and woman is like a soldier sent by God to guard some part of the castle of the Universe. And some are in
the ramparts and some far deep in the darkness of the walls. But each one must remain faithful to his post and
must not go running about, else the castle is in danger from the assaults of Hell. Nothing could break down
this wall, and they could remain whole within the wall. The gathering procession was solemn, for they sensed
the importance of this day, and any children who showed a tendency to scuffle, to scream, to cry out, to steal
hats and rumple hair, were hissed to silence by their elders. So important was this day that an old man came to
see, riding on the stalwart shoulders of his nephew. The procession left the brush huts and entered the stone
and plaster city where the streets were a little wider and there were narrow pavements beside the building. And
as before, the beggars joined them as they passed the church; the grocers looked out at them as they went by;
the little saloons lost their customers and the owners closed up shop and went along. And the sun beat down
on the streets of the city and even tiny stones threw shadows on the ground. The news of the approach of the
procession ran ahead of it, and in their little dark offices the pearl buyers stiffened and grew alert. They got out
papers so that they could be at work when Kino appeared, and they put their pearls in the desks, for it is not
good to let an inferior pearl be seen beside a beauty. A stout slow man sat in an office waiting. His face was
fatherly and benign, and his eyes twinkled with friendship. He was a caller of good mornings, a ceremonious
shaker of hands, a jolly man who knew all jokes and yet who hovered close to sadness, for in the midst of a
laugh he could remember the death of your aunt, and his eyes could become wet with sorrow for your loss.
This morning he had placed a flower in a vase on his desk, a single scarlet hibiscus, and the vase sat beside the
black velvet-lined pearl tray in front of him. He was shaved close to the blue roots of his beard, and his hands
were clean and his nails polished. His door stood open to the morning, and he hummed under his breath while
his right hand practiced legerdemain. He rolled a coin back and forth over his knuckles and made it appear and
disappear, made it spin and sparkle. The coin winked into sight and as quickly slipped out of sight, and the
man did not even watch his own performance. The fingers did it all mechanically, precisely, while the man
hummed to himself and peered out the door. Then he heard the tramp of feet of the approaching crowd, and
the fingers of his right hand worked faster and faster until, as the figure of Kino filled the doorway, the coin
flashed and disappeared. And secretly, behind his desk, his right hand practiced with the coin. And Juan
Tomas stood beside him and snorted a little at the understatement. The neighbors peered around the doorway,
and a line of little boys clambered on the window bars and looked through. Well, let us see your pearl. We will
value it and give you the best price. Now Kino instinctively knew his own dramatic effects. But there was no
sign, no movement, the face did not change, but the secret hand behind the desk missed in its precision. And
the fingers behind the desk curled into a fist. Kino held his breath, and the neighbors held their breath, and the
whispering went back through the crowd. It is too large. Who would buy it? There is no market for such
things. It is a curiosity only. You thought it was a thing of value, and it is only a curiosity. As a curiosity it has
interest; some museum might perhaps take it to place in a collection of seashells. I can give you, say, a
thousand pesos. You want to cheat me. And the dealer felt a little tremor of fear. Go to their offices and show
your pearl- or better, let them come here, so that you can see there is no collusion. And when his servant
looked through the rear door, "Boy, go to such a one, and such another one and such a third one. Ask them to
step in here and do not tell them why. Just say that I will be pleased to see them. They had been afraid of
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something like this. The pearl was large, but it had a strange color. They had been suspicious of it from the
first. And after all, a thousand pesos was not to be thrown away. It was comparative wealth to a man who was
not wealthy. And suppose Kino took a thousand pesos. Only yesterday he had nothing. But Kino had grown
tight and hard.
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